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THE WOODLANDS: THE BORDER FOR WORK NEAR HOUSTON 
 

 
July 6, 2022 
11:48 a.m. 
 
YAHWEH IS LEADING THIS WHOLE POWER WAY: 
 
Take a look at all that you have been given. Power, not money, is the real way. Who 
can stand and work with a reformation prophet? Not too many. But why is that? The 
way to bring reform must take on a tearing up, uprooting old ways to build a new 
structure. 
 
I gave a curse over the city of Houston. A ten-year curse and made it a dead way. “But 
why?” some would ask. See Yahweh’s judgment: 
 

≠≠≠ 
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JUDGMENT: HOUSTON’S TEN YEARS WITHOUT STREET MINISTRY 
 
August 29, 2021 
9:25 p.m. 
 
YAHWEH GIVES A FINAL WILL: 
(Partial entry)  
 
What about Yahweh’s judgment against a large city? Could one person build 
a case against a servant and bring a judgment against her town? That’s 
what took way with Houston.  
 
I take away all surgings from the city in Texas, a very large place with 
millions near, all due to one city-level, removed prophet. She has for many 
years spoken ill against your way and has made your name as dung in the 
land. And she has spoken ill of Yahweh’s work and made it look as if you 
hear from demons to be this way.  
 
I rain down judgment upon her and her way. I rain down a ten-year curse 
against this major city named Houston to give a way to pick what must be 
done. When they say their ill way against Yahweh’s outlets and Yahweh’s 
way to speak to the way, I must defend them. 
 
Woe, woe, woe, Houston. You bowed in knees in worship to a wounded 
removed servant who has no licenses to give into her sphere. And now, I 
will not let a street ministry take way in the land of Houston for ten years 
from Yom Kippur. I will not bend. I will only let My servant take that stage 
in a one-time all-day way to give the people Yahweh’s great will when seven 
years have passed. No begging of any outlet will grant an audience with 
the King concerning this.  
 

≠≠≠ 
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YAHWEH CONTINUES: 
 
Now let’s continue with today’s dealing. I held you back from how I wanted to present 
you in 2021 due to your level of bitterness. You were moved out and separated from 
some you cared about due to that same bitter removed city-level worker. And they did 
not take you as a real person in dealings of what you see, hear, and engage.  
 
But you dealt with rejection in heavy ways in your training, but as a released servant, the 
world-level rejection will be even more significant in painful ways. But there are actions 
that will bring forward absolute Kingdom ways of moving with Me. When the rejection 
comes, there will be a surging from Me that will counteract the weight of painful planning. 
You dealt with this gossip demon nature way.  
 
You are prepared to give the people The Altar —literal conversations, messages, and 
journal notes on Ytube and in entries through blogs. Fb—is an unlikely outlet—due to the 
hardened ways of the people.  
 
But you will not speak in Houston houses, churches, stadiums, and ministry work ways 
due to the curse placed in this land. Yahweh will torment you with the same demons that 
We train you to deal with if you let any person make you deal with them in a capacity of 
mantle prophet work in the Houston area.  
 
The Woodlands, a smaller town north of Houston, is a border placement. You can take 
on work details from that distance in many counsel outlets of healing, ministry, and 
church visits in Yahweh’s view.  
 
We had hoped you would have at least moved to Dallas, but We did not give your husband 
a surging to believe it was well. He would leave you in a work way but not in marriage 
ways. So, he should understand the real root of taking you out of Houston.  
 
I will begin pushing curses. I will begin giving you real work. I will build these platforms 
with My ultimate will in leading ways. So, do not be afraid. They will move against you, 
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but they will not prevail. If this work is Yahweh’s will, then Yahweh should bring it into a 
full presentation. Do Yahweh’s will, and I will take care of bringing the will into natural 
ways. 
 
Yom Kippur 2021—the curse took root. 
 


